Satan’s Note
Current events reflect that government leaders and financial leaders have chosen
that the need for money out weighs humanity. Did government leaders and
financial leaders choose their path? The answer is yes, and for the granting this
power to the leaders and leaders, they signed a Note that could only have been
made in Hell. Satan’s eternity Note has a collateral requirement, ones soul
perfected by choice. Henceforth, those who perfected their soul to Satan have
given their life to an infernal machine that has no caring or compassion but will
only in the end return eternal suffering. Hell of a price for collateral.
Events occurring currently across the planet are not science fiction as was a
television series of decades past. One episode depicted, in humanities flight for
survival, humanity intervened into planet events to preserve life. Was
intervention notice that man has an insatiable appetite for power? Or was the
intervention an unavoidable act for the benefit of life while knowing a greater
machine’s power existed determined to destroy the fleeing. Since this is science
fiction, East and West did not fight, life lived on and humanity continued its flight
for survival.
The current people of Earth do not have the means and methods to flee to the
heavens to avoid destruction. Nor does humanity expect a God powered atomic
spaceship to orbit the planet and threaten evil with a loud booming voice. As the
leaders of the world have failed humanity, the people are left with no alternative
but to stand with both feet on the ground and see that evil does not destroy
humanity. So sad, love daddy‐o, appear our leaders have the eyesight of a
cyclonic Cyclops.
This author has provided information in limited areas to others so that they would
know a few of the means and methods of how a global fraud was perpetrated
upon the planets inhabitants. God provided; one may require thinking like a crook
to catch a crook. Think not within limited teachings, look beyond and within you
to find God’s path to wisdom, then one will understand and find the path to truth.

